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Environment
WHO WE ARE
1) Carbon Dioxide Production
- Bigger fines to cars/factories that
produce high levels of carbon dioxide.
- Lower prices on environmental friendly
cars/factories /productions
- More incentives (taxes) to factories that
have production of low carb cars
2) Green public transportation
- Electric cars, stations for charging in
cities
- Lower prices and incentives for going
electric
- Solar panels in public transportation for
lights
- Better public transportation by law in
very country
- Strict laws on ring circulation in big cities

Building the future of
Europe
Youth exchange
www.demostenecentrostudi.org

We ask to
European
Commission

3) Re-use, recycle
- Funding young entrepreneurs that
have innovative ideas about reusable
materials / technologies
- Incentives to recycle by profit of return
to supermarkets
- Better school education about re
cycling
- Big fines if you don’t recycle or throw
garbage in recycling bins
- Common legislation in EU countries

Demostene Study Centre for the
Promotion of Human Flourishing” is a
nonprofit organisation. It was established
in July 2014 by five young adults whose
wish is to combine their skills to create
better working conditions for themselves
and for others, new opportunities for
local flourishing, philosophical and social
research about what society needs to
be more fair, cooperate to the
Flourishing of the South of the World.

Erasmus
Exchanging
Project
We ask to European Commission for
every Erasmus Exchanges Student to be
acknowledged their ECTS points got at
the exams, because many Erasmus
participating universities don’t recognize
them after the project has finished.
-In this way, you are obliged to pass the
same exams again, in your primary
university.
-Our propose is an agreement among
participating
Erasmus
exchanging
project universities, where they always
acknowledge students of all of their
Erasmus exams, in aim not to pass the
same ones again. This is
mostly
recommended for Erasmus students.

Nationality, religion, age, disability,
sexual orientation

The future of europe is youth

PARTNER

Europe has the duty to improve youth
conditions in education and job
opportunities.
Students finish university with a lot of
knowledge, but they aren’t able to use
it in a real job.
So we propose all degrees must provide
a least one year of internship in the
European Union. In this way, at the end
of studies, student will be able to work
and compagnie will be interested in
them.

DEMOSTENE CENTRO
STUDI (ITALY)
YOUTHphoria (GREECE)
IMPRESS (CROATIA)
OFCI (FRANCE)
ARTEMISAWORLD (SPAIN)

1. To improve the regulations, imiting
the best things and actions of the
resto of the countries with less
autonomy and a common better
regulation. The EU must to get agree
and create that. An example: if
there is corruption in some countries,
they have to change that. There are
some of them that, if one politic
decides
stealing,
he
goes
inmediatly to the prison.
2. Better education, open minded to
different people from me. They must
to have lessons about the 6
fundamental rights in the EU: dignity,
freedom,
equality,
solidarity,
citizens’rights, fair.
3. To
support
the
educational
exchanges so that EU people may
discover the other cultures and
overcome disequalities.

